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Lucian had bought a fine horse from a legionary who couldn’t afford to

ship the animal after his tour of duty. It looked well kept as did the other

horses of the cohort who were returning with him. Lucian considered it a

shrewd investment, quite apart from the convenience of having his own

independent method of transport. He hardly looked the part of a prosperous

merchant, if he constantly had to beg or borrow the elementary means of

getting from ‘A’ to ‘B’ among this aloof and suspicious population.

The retinue accompanying Joseph of Arimathea was impressive,

Lucian joined it and was swallowed by its sheer size. As could be expected

Joseph was in the lead, as was Rebecca, who was installed in a litter which 

looked like the twin of the one in which he had been transported on the first

evening.

“Ah! There you are Lucian, I was about to send out a search party.”

It was well before the time arranged for departure and Joseph’s smile

was disarming.

“Greetings, Joseph - a wonderful morning!”

Joseph nodded.

“Ride with me - unless you prefer to ride in a litter!?”

“Only if my horse can ride with me!”

Joseph nodded again and eyed the restless animal.

“A fine animal - who needs his exercise, I think.”

Rebecca was already in her litter, Lucian resisted the impulse to ride



along side. The caravan of horses, donkeys and foot servants was already on

the move. At the front, Joseph and the litter carrying Rebecca were

surrounded by a core of his advisers and immediate servants. Once again,

Lucian noted the mixture of Jews and Greeks. There was an age disimilarity

as well, the Jews were older, mostly mature men, while the Greeks were

nearer to Joseph’s own age. Lucian nosed his horse through the compact

group, who eased aside so that he could join Joseph. He had the impression

that they yielded ground a little reluctantly.

“You travel well escorted, Joseph.”

Joseph’s smile broadened.

“How else would you expect the Prince of Arimathea to ride through

this bandit infested country to greet his lord and prince?”

“Are you expecting trouble from bandits?”

“One always expects trouble from bandits - or Zealots - but, I was

forgetting we have the services of one who can take on a Zealot band single

handed.”

Lucian eyed him sharply, but the smile remained.

“I hadn’t realised the story had got around.”

“Your exploits are told and retold - and no doubt exaggerated - in the

Pilate’s household - and servants talk with servants. Sometimes, Lucian, I

wonder if you are who you claim to be! You have impressive talents for a

mere merchant!”

Lucian eyed him sharply, the smile was there, but the hint of mockery

was gone.

“I was raised in Gaul - until my parents were killed in a raid. Septimus

made sure that I was well trained. I was put in the care of an old legionary

named Tachius. He taught me a few tricks.”



“From all accounts, he taught you well - To answer your earlier

comment. We are moving house, one of the tiresome necessities which

befalls princes - we have to put in an appearance in our home town -

otherwise the people forget us.”

The mockery was back.

They had taken the road to Joppa, but travelled only as far as

Apollonia before turning away from the coast and off the Roman road. It was

like plunging into another world, where the evidence of the occupying force

was hard to find. Lucian realised for the first time, just how thin was the

veneer of Roman influence. It was a superimposed skin and under the

surface, the reality waited, more or less patiently, for the skin to peel away.

This was a land which had seen many conquerors, they had come, stayed for 

a while, and had either retreated, or had been vanquished by a stronger

force. He knew there had been a time when they had been independent, but

in recent centuries they had been under one occupying force or the other. the

Roman presence was the latest in a long line. Now, they were waiting until

the Romans left - like all the others - but, Lucian told himself - they would

have to wait a long time. Rome never retreated, she always advanced,

devouring more and more territory in an ever expanding empire. Rome was

different!

“You’re very silent - does the prospect of visiting Arimathea make you

apprehensive?”

Lucian explained himself. Joseph nodded.

“You are right, of course - we are a people who have learned to wait

patiently until the tide of history turns - patiently that is, with the exception of

groups like the Zealots - under every conqueror there have been similar

expressions of resistance - but I think your conclusions about Rome are not



so sound. Every conqueror has been devoured by an inner worm. The

outside looks strong, but the canker is within, hardly recognised until it is too

late. Rome will, sooner or later, go the way of the others - and then, I wonder,

who shall be the next guests in our fair land!?”

Joseph laughed, but Lucian heard the edge of bitterness.

They came to Arimathea late in the day. Joseph hadn’t forced the

pace, preferring to keep the group together, rather than allowing the riders to

outstrip those walking. The palace in Arimathea was not impressive,

somehow, it was alien. A low, sprawling edifice, built on subdued lines, as if it

was trying to hide itself in the low hills which surrounded it. It was outside of

the town proper, which was a small place. Lucian had a feeling of anticlimax,

it wasn’t what he expected from someone who was reputed to be one of the

most powerful men in Judaea. His thoughts were interrupted by another

voice, it was almost a challenge.

“You are wondering how a mighty prince could inhabit such a rat hole!”

Lucian turned abruptly and met Rebecca’s level gaze. He stammered a

reply.

“Not at all, my lady.”

“Tell the truth, Lucian. it isn’t what you expected.”

“Perhaps not, but I’m no judge of Judaean architecture!”

She laughed softly.

“The Prince of Arimathea can’t be measured by Roman terms. You

Romans associate wealth and prestige with fine houses and an opulent

lifestyle. You are ostentatious, flashing your wealth around so that you can

show how successful and powerful you are - Joseph is different, he loves this

house, I think it keeps him from getting an inflated sense of his own

importance. It reminds him that he is nothing - and that the One God is



everything. Believe me when I tell you that he could well afford to build one of

your Graeco-Roman temples dedicated to his own power - perhaps, on that

hill over there, overlooking the town - telling them what a powerful prince they

have directing their lives. He doesn’t choose to do it - Arimathea is his

haven!”

Lucian was on the defensive.

“Septimus has much the same philosophy. He has a comfortable

house, but by Roman standards, not outstanding. He follows the teachings of

the Stoics and lives a comparatively simple life - I was raised in that household!”

Rebecca eyed him steadily.

“I would like to meet your Septimus - perhaps, he will come to Judaea

one day.”

“Maybe - or perhaps, you will come to Rome!”

Her eyes widened and she laughed.

“Now, why would I ever want to go to Rome. I have everything I need

here!”

He was on the brink of blurting out his feelings, but Joseph’s cool

voice intervened.

“Lucian, I would like you to meet a beloved brother, this is Nathan, he

is a priest.”

Lucian turned to face them and found himself being surveyed by a pair

of shrewd, brown eyes. They stared at him from out of a serene face, which

was swathed about by the head-dress worn by the religious leaders. Below

that, he wore a fringed robe which reached to the ground. Around his

forehead were phylacteries. Lucian wasn’t sure of their significance, but he

new they had some connection with their religious practices. Normally, he

would have been wary of such blatant expressions of an alien culture, but



there was something about the eyes which held him so firmly in their gaze,

that made him feel that he had found a friend. Joseph continued.

“Nathan is our most trusted adviser on matters of our faith, I’ve told

him of your encounter with the Baptist, he’s very interested!”

Joseph’s expression was disarming. Lucian flickered a smile and

exchanged greetings with the stocky priest.

“Indeed, I am very interested in what you could tell me about John -

and especially the one he nominated as Messiah.”

Joseph and Rebecca retreated from the conversation and Lucian was

left with no means of escape. Nathan continued.

“You are perhaps aware that Herod has arrested John? I am told he is

imprisoned at Machaerus - where Joseph, Rebecca and yourself will attend

the Tetrarch’s birthday celebrations. As yet, however, he has not laid hands

on John’s Messiah, and we are hearing of remarkable things from out of

Galilee. I am anxious to hear your impressions.”

Lucian hesitated.

“May I ask if you are awaiting this Messiah.”

Nathan smiled slightly.

“The whole of Israel awaits the Messiah - the one who is to come, the

Anointed One who will once again establish the glory of David and Solomon’s

kingdom - “

“And drive the conquerors into the sea?”

Nathan laughed softly.

“Joseph told me you were a forthright young man! Lucian, Messiahs

come and go in Israel with monotonous regularity. There have been many,

even during the time when the Legions have marched through our land. You

have dealt with them in your usual efficient way - I have no doubt that John’s



Messiah will go the same way - unless - “

“Unless?”

“Unless - he is truly THE Messiah!”

Lucian stirred restlessly.

“Why should you think that? Why is he different from the others?” 

Nathan paused.

“Because of what I hear from out of Galilee and because of reports of

what he is telling the people - quite apart from what he is doing for them.

Allowing for exaggerations, some remarkable things have taken place. Men I

can trust have returned to me to tell me of things they have seen with their

own eyes. He possesses powers beyond those of a normal teacher - and

certainly, far greater than those possessed by the Baptist, who certainly had

the gift of prophecy.”

Lucian stared at him.

“Pilate will eliminate him!”

Nathan leaned back.

“There speaks the Roman! Perhaps Pilate will take steps against him -

but answer me this - if this Jesus, in THE Messiah, can Pilate hope to

eliminate him!?”

Lucian answered slowly.

“Perhaps not - but he will plunge Judaea into a bloodbath!”

Nathan nodded.

“You are right - that is why I must know everything you can tell me

about him.”

Lucian recited the events which led to the baptism of Jesus, repeating,

at Nathan’s insistence, the actual words, as far as he could remember them,

that John had used. He then told of his encounter with the two fishermen.



When he was done, Nathan closed his eyes and there was an uncomfortable

silence. The priest opened his eyes abruptly.

“I thank you for your patience, Lucian.”

“I hope I was of some use to you.”

Nathan rose.

“I think we should prepare for our supper, I have kept you too long.”

Alone in the room allocated to him, Lucian reflected on the

conversation. He couldn’t assess whether he had told Nathan something

fresh, or whether it was simply a confirmation of something he already knew.

The Jews were a hard people to read - especially the priests.

He was surprised to find Nathan at the table, sharing the evening

meal, he and others who were clearly Jews, appeared to have overcome their

scruples about sharing meat with a Gentile. Perhaps, belonging to the

household of Joseph meant that they were obliged to tailor their religious

rules to those of their patron. Joseph was still an enigma to Lucian. At times,

he seemed more Greek or Roman than Jew - and at others he was starchily

observant of the mores and requirements of the Hebrews and their One God.

Lucian remembered the warning of Claudius, that Joseph walked a tightrope

and that one day he would lose his balance and Lucian should beware that

he wasn’t dragged down with him when it happened.

“You are uncharacteristically quiet, Lucian.”

Joseph’s voice was quietly amused. Lucian met his eyes.

“My thoughts were wandering on the subject of acrobats and

balancing, Joseph.”

His host maintained his gaze.

“Experiences from Caesar’s court, no doubt.”

Lucian shook his head.



“Caesar’s acrobats never lose their balance, Joseph - if they did, they

might lose their heads!” 

Rebecca interjected.

“You Romans always seem so assured and certain, but you live under

the rule of a man who thinks nothing of taking off a man’s head because he

loses his balance during entertainment!”

Joseph’s smile had vanished, he glared at his sister.

“As always, Rebecca, your tongue is less wise than your thoughts!”

Lucian leapt to her defence.

“I assure you, I take no offence, Joseph - but isn’t it the case that the

Jewish kings do much the same - and other lesser rulers?”

Joseph’s smile flickered back.

“Rulers have the habit of exerting their authority.”

Lucian nodded.

“I understand Herod has arrested the Baptist - another man who’s lost

his balance.”

Joseph kept up the attack on his sister.

“A man who opened his mouth too wide and offended someone with

greater power than himself!”

Rebecca ignored her brother.

“I suppose Herod - or that whore, Herodias, will see to it that he loses

his head too!”

Nathan interposed gently.

“Daughter, your brother speaks wisely - you can never be sure that

even the household of Joseph of Arimathea doesn’t have a servant who is the

ear of Herod or Herodias - for a similar statement, the Baptist is now in

chains.”



Rebecca inclined her head in acknowledgement. 

Joseph interjected.

“Thank you, Nathan - perhaps she will listen to you, she doesn’t listen

to me. I must find you a husband, my dear sister - one who can put a bridle in

your mouth!”

Rebecca rose in her place and glared at him.

“You may try, dear brother - but I shall never share the canopy with a

man of your choosing! - I will now retire!”

Lucian watched in silent admiration as she swept from the room.

Joseph shook his head in defeat.

“What am I to do with her, Nathan? One day, she will say too much

and not even my power and position will save her - and she might drag us all

down.”

Nathan responded softly.

“Perhaps, Joseph, you SHOULD consider finding her a husband - one

who will capture her attention and give her children - and then she might

have less time to inflame the nations!”

Joseph nodded.

“I’ll think about it.”

He looked at Lucian.

“I apologise for airing our family problems before you, Lucian.”

Lucian shrugged.

“I hope I’m considered friend enough to be almost family, Joseph.”

They retired to their beds soon after. An early start was planned for the

next day. When they resumed their journey eastwards, it was not towards

Jerusalem, but rather, to the north of the city, on a track which led to Jericho.

About midday, they clattered through that city and Lucian remembered the 



last time he had been there. Then, he had been in the company of Marcellus,

riding out to the Jordan on Pilate’s orders. This time it was different, there

was still a sizeable party accompanying the Prince of Arimathea, although

many of the household had been left behind on this second stage of the

journey to Machaerus, accordingly, they were travelling much faster.

Lucian had seen nothing of Rebecca since leaving Arimathea. She

was riding in an ornate cart, whose curtains were drawn against the dust.

There was a severity about the precise way she had closed them, as if she

was trying to shut out her brother and telling him that he had no control over

her future. Lucian knew differently, Joseph was the head of the household -

where they were concerned, his word was law - and that applied to his sister

or any other relative. Lucian had heard that the leader of a Jewish clan had

once possessed the power of life and death over those in his charge, and he

had no reason to believe that it was any different in these days, even with the

presence of Rome in their nation. If Joseph decided to choose a husband for

his sister, there would be precious little she could do about it - other than to

run away and abandon her wealth, her position, and her family.

Joseph gave the impression of being a more enlightened member of

the Jewish nation, but Lucian had a gut feeling that his liberal ideas didn’t go

that deep into his Jewish soul. There had been little conversation during their

ride to Jericho, Joseph was preoccupied and rode as if he wasn’t seeing

anything of the countryside. Even the descent into the trough of the Jordan

and the Salt Sea, hadn’t aroused any comment.

They rode through Jericho, ignoring the haggling traders who wanted

to reap the benefit of such a rich convoy, and it wasn’t long before they came

to the Jordan. Lucian looked at the river and the empty banks, it was hard to

say whether this was the precise spot where John had baptised the



multitudes - now, the multitudes were gone and where once the shaggy figure

of the Baptist had come roaring down to the further shore, there was nothing

but deep gullies and ravines which led back along dry watercourses into the

hills beyond. Joseph broke the long silence.

“That is the land of Peraia, and we come into one of the lands of the

Tetrarchy given to Antipas on the death of his father, Herod Magnus. The

other territory is Galilee. Nominally, when we cross the Jordan, you cross out

of Judaea which is territory controlled directly from Rome. I hope that doesn’t

give you any concern, Lucian?”

The Roman looked at him sharply. Joseph held his eyes steadily. It

was hard to tell whether there was any hidden warning, or whether there was

an implied threat. it was almost as if he was being given a last option to turn

back and return to the sanctuary of the nearest Roman garrison. Lucian’s

response was quiet.

“Why should I have any concerns when I am in the company of friends,

Joseph?”

The only reply was a nod, before Joseph turned his horse and

descended towards the river. He entered the water without hesitation and

turned in the saddle. Above the sound of the river, he called.

“This ford is a place which has a much longer history than the Baptist.

When the Hebrew nation migrated out of Egypt, after hundreds of years of

captivity, followed by decades of wandering through the desert - this was the

place where they crossed to enter the land of Canaan - our Promised Land.

They were led by a mighty warrior named Joshua - and at the moment of

crossing, the river ceased to flow and they were able to walk across the river

bed. Joshua ordered twelve stones to be taken from the dry bed, each one

representing one of the twelve tribes of Israel, and with them he built an altar



in commemoration of arriving at their journey’s end, and for the miraculous

crossing. As soon as they were all across, the river started to flow once

more.”

“Fascinating!”

“No dry river bed for us today, though - we get wet!”

He splashed ahead through the water, leading the way, and the river

tugged at the legs of the snorting horses as they tried to find their footing.

Once on the eastern bank, they turned south. Lucian eyed the wild country in

which the Baptist had sheltered and tried to visualise a people, long before

their time, who had once crept down the gullies to spy out the land across the

river - a settled land, with cities and farms. A destination promised to them,

and which they now had to occupy by force.

On his right side loomed the expanse of the Salt Sea, shimmering in

the heat haze of the afternoon sun. The remainder of their journey promised

to be uncomfortable. Not for the first time he wondered why Herod had

decided to hold his birthday celebrations in such an outlandish place. From

all he had heard, it seemed that Herod spent a great deal of his time in

Caesarea - or in Tiberius - but he was a restless man, always on the move,

as if he was frightened that someone would corner him if he stayed in a place

for too long a time - On the other hand, he now had the Baptist - and the

Baptist was chained in the dungeon of the fortress they were now

approaching.

Machaerus could be seen from a great distance, perched on its

desolate crag amid equally desolate hills, with the salt saturated rocks and

soil stretching lifeless at its feet, down to the Sea of Salt. Lucian shivered, it

had a feel of augury, as if it represented the lifelessness and sterility of

thought of this conquered people. They toiled up the winding road which led



to Herod’s nest, knowing that they were in full view of those who had

preceded them and were in residence. It wasn’t until they drew near, that they

could hear the muffled voice of the one who was imprisoned within the rock

upon which it was built. They stopped and listened to the words of

condemnation.

“Herod commits fornication with Herodias, his brother’s whore. Repent

- or the wrath of the God of Israel will descend upon your heads!”

They passed through the outer walls of the citadel and entered an

enclosed courtyard. The solid, stone walls loomed on all sides, sheer and

unassailable - the thought came to Lucian uninvited - ‘but the Legions would

assail them and break them down’. He shivered again, this indeed was a

place of auguries.

A small group waited to greet them in front of a small, inner opening in

the far wall. they dismounted and received the salutations of household

officials, who had been assigned to the task. They were led into the inner

courtyard - this was different, with balconies looking down on the enclosed

area. Herod met them when they were escorted through yet another door.

The Tetrarch’s small eyes were everywhere, he seemed preoccupied, but his

greeting was cordial enough, even when it came to Lucian.

“We meet again, Lucian Quintus - you were despatched in a great

hurry after the last occasion. I trust the Procurator was well satisfied with your 

report!”

Lucian replied smoothly.

“My summons to Pilate was imperative, your highness, and my

departure was at his command.”

Herod eyed him with obvious disbelief.

“We were deprived of your services, Quintus!”



“A circumstance I deeply regret, your highness.”

Herod gave him a sour look and moved on to Rebecca. His look was

calculating and speculative. She bowed formally and responded coolly.

Lucian felt like planting his fist between the little eyes, but managed to keep

an impassive face. Herod turned back suddenly and eyed Lucian.

“The Procurator’s representative has already arrived, Quintus - an old

friend, no doubt.”

“Thank you for the information, your highness.”

Herod grunted and moved slowly on. Lucian had already been witness

to the prodigious amount of food he consumed, but the Tetrarch was

surprisingly light on his feet despite it. At one time, he would have been a

formidable figure of a man. It was said that his father was much the same in

his younger years, handsome, strong and well able to acquit himself in the

various small wars that came his way. Both Herods had allowed themselves

to run to seed, gluttony and wine-swilling being their only exercise. It was

said that Herod Magnus had literally exploded with over-indulgence and the

creeping disease of the bowel.


